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Winthrop University Archives 
Preliminary Descriptive Inventory 
 
Unit:  _Memorabilia_       Record Group no:  _W415.2_ 
Sub-Group:  _Textiles _       Sub-group no:  _6F_ 
Series:  _Miscellaneous:  Blankets and Pillow Shams_   Series no:  _7_ 
 
 
Description of series and its contents: 
 This collection contains blankets and pillow shams relate to Winthrop. 
 
Item #  Box(es)  Folder(s) Item        Year(s) 
1 1 -- Wofford Blanket        ca1940s 
Embroidered: “Charlie Bradshaw” 
2 1 -- Pillow Sham        1900 
Embroidered: “Winthrop 1900” 
3 -- -- Class Blanket        1933 
   -Garnet and black 
4 -- -- Class Blanket        1935 
   -Red and gray 
5 -- -- Class Blanket        1937 
 -Red and black 
6 -- -- Class Blanket        1943 
 -Garnet and khaki 
7 -- -- Class Blanket        1944 
 -Gold and black 
8 -- -- Class Blanket        1945 
 -Black and garnet   
9 -- -- Class Blanket        1946 
 -Blue and gold 
10 -- -- Class Blanket        1947 
 -Garnet and gray 
11 -- -- Class Blanket        1948 
   -Black and gold 
12 -- -- Class Blanket        1949 
   -Red and black 
13 -- -- Class Blanket        1950 
   -Blue and brown 
14 -- -- Class Blanket        1951 
   -Gray and garnet 
15 -- -- Class Blanket        1952 
   -Gold and black  
16 -- -- Class Blanket        1953 
   -Garnet and black 
17 -- -- Class Blanket        1955 
   -Gray and garnet 
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18 -- -- Class Blanket        1956 
   -Gold and black 
19 -- -- Class Blanket        1957 
   -Red and black 
20 -- -- Class Blanket        1958 
   -Blue and Gold 
21 -- -- Class Blanket        1960 
   -Black and gold 
22 -- -- Class Blanket        1961 
   -Red and black 
23 -- -- Class Blanket        1962 
   -Blue and gold 
24 -- -- Class Blanket        1963 
   -Purple and gold 
25 -- -- Class Blanket        1964 
   -Black and gold 
26 -- -- Class Blanket        1965 
   -Red and black 
27 -- -- Signed Blanket        1965 
   -White sheet signed by the members of the Class of 1965 
28 -- -- Class Blanket        1966 
   -Blue and Gold 
29 -- -- Class Blanket        1969 
   -Black and Red 
30 -- -- Class Blanket        1970 
   -Blue and gold 
31 -- -- Class Blanket        1971 
   -Gold and purple 
32 -- -- Class Blanket        1973 
   -Cream/white and red 
33 -- -- Class Blanket        1974 
   -Blue and gold 
34 -- -- Class Blanket (Smaller Fleece)      1974 
   -Blue and gold 
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35 -- -- Class Blanket        1976  
   -Black and Gold 
36 -- -- Class Blanket        1977 
   -Red, black and white 
37 -- -- Class Blanket        1979 
   -Gold and purple 
38 -- -- Class Blanket        1980 
   -Black and gold 
39-40 -- -- Class Blankets (2 Smaller Fleece)      1980 
   -Gold and red 
41 -- -- Class Blanket        1972 
   -Gold and Black, wildcat logo 
42 -- -- Class Blanket        1967 
-Garnet and gold, Tiger Mascot 
*On display in research area. 
43 -- -- Class Blanket        1968 
-Gold and Black, Bobcat mascot 
*On display in research area. 
44 -- -- Miniature Class Blanket       1970 
   -Blue and Gold, Bulldog Mascot 
 
